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Back in March SCCBC was 
proud to have representation in 
two of the Oxford vs Cambridge 
boat races.
Will Hayes (2010) was part of 
the Men’s Lightweight crew 
who trounced their Oxford 
couterparts in Henley, crossing 
the finish line nearly 4 lengths 
ahead.

Catz in Light Blue

The 2014 May Bumps saw eight SCCBC crews competing, with a record 

six men’s crews - the first time we’ve had that number since 1981. Whilst 

the results weren’t quite to the standard we’ve become accustomed in 

the last couple of years, both squads showed their character with some 

gutsy rows including several rowovers from situations where the chasing 

crew was within a canvas or even overlap.

And the results weren’t so terrible: in combination with the club’s 

fantastic performance in the Lents and some handy Small Boats Regatta 

wins from Will Hayes and Sarah Lucas, we believe that the Mays total of 

down 9 from 8 crews was small enough to win the Michell Cup for 

SCCBC’s overall performance throughout the year!

Whilst this is still to be officially confirmed, there is no doubt that it was 

another successful year for SCCBC. In this newsletter you should find 

some of our highlights from Easter term and summer 2014.

Record levels of participation from sccbc in the mays - and a Michell Cup win!

Unfortunately the Lightweight 
Women, who were coxed by 
SCCBC’s own Priya Crosby 
(2010) were not so successful 
and lost to Oxford by the same 
margin.
Will represented the 
Lightweights again at Henley 
Royal Regatta, reaching the 
quarter finals of the Goblets.

Further Afield
SCCBC Alumnus George Nash 
(2008) has continued his 
international rowing successes. 
In August, Team GB’s men’s 
four powered to gold in the 
World Championships with 
George in the 3 seat.

For The Wheel!
W2 get psyched for bumps

M1 chase Jesus around Grassy

Lightweights celebrate their boat race victory

GB men’s four celebrate World Champs gold



Caught by Pembroke on day 2 

and a surprisingly fast FaT on 

day 3 M1 found themselves 

rowing over with every other 

crew in the top 12 on the final 

day, suggesting they deserved 

their position of 7th on the river 

this year.

Men’s 1st VIII
Expectations were high for M2, 

having bladed in Lents and the 

previous Mays. Well matched 

by the crews around them M2 

rowed over for the first 3 days 

but managed to catch 

Pembroke II on the final day to 

finish as sandwich boat 

between divisions 2 and 3.

Men’s 2nd VIII
Caught by Peterhouse and a 

blading Girton in the first 2 

days, W1 really found their form 

towards the end of the week 

and produced two excellent 

rowovers to finish 14th on the 

river.

Women’s 1st VIII
Unfortunate positioning on the 

river meant that despite some 

heroic battles W2 were unable 

hold off the chasing crews and 

were awarded spoons. 

Nonetheless the crew showed 

great spirit in the face of this, 

even bringing spoons to the 

boat club dinner!

Women’s 2nd VIII

A good bump up on day 1 put 

M3 behind a crew who they 

couldn’t catch, and an all out 

attack on day 3 unfortunately 

resulted in getting bumped. 

Nonetheless M3 showed great 

guts on day 4, rowing away 

from the chasing crew within a 

canvas to finish the week level.

Men’s 3rd VIII
Chaos on day 1 eventually led 

to M4 being bumped by a crew 

who finished the week up 8. 

Solid rowovers on days 2 and 3 

were finally rewarded on day 4 

when M4 got a well deserved 

bump on a spooning Homerton 

crew.

Men’s 4th VIII
A last minute disqualification 

freed up a space at the bottom 

of the river for M5, who 

originally missed out by 1 place 

in the getting-on race. Despite 

not being able to catch the 

crews ahead, who were known 

to be faster, M5 showed great 

determination throughout the 

week.

Men’s 5th VIII
The Kitten club returned to the 

river this year in the Pugwash 

VIII with great optimism after a 

strong getting-on race. They 

found themselves chasing M4 

at one point, but blighted by 

equipment issues Pugwash 

finished the week down 2.

Pugwash VIII

SCCBC’s Women’s squad were delighted to receive a 

donation from the Mabey Trust for a brand new Janousek 

VIII in June. The club is tremendously grateful to the family 

of the late Bevil Mabey (1935) for their generous support. 

The boat is named Lady Penny after Mr Mabey’s late wife 

and W1 were very pleased to use her in the Mays.

A New Boat For the Women

May  Bumps  2014  -  A  Summary

Whilst we in SCCBC may know Dr Peter Wothers (1988) best as 

the backbone and unoffical president of the Boat Club, it turns out 

he is also rather good at chemistry! Huge congratulations go to 

him for his recent awarding of an MBE for services to chemistry, 

coincidentally on his 25th anniversary of joining SCCBC.

Dr Wothers on the Queen’s Honours list

The official ‘naming’ of the Lady Penny

W1 battle hard behind Peterhouse

Keep up to date with SCCBC
There are several ways you can keep up to date with SCCBC:

facebook.com/sccbc.cam

@SCCBC_Cam

boatclub.caths.cam.ac.ukWWW

If you have any enquiries at all, please don’t hesitate to get in touch 
with the Boat Club Alumni Secretary:
Chris Quarton       email: cq213@cam.ac.uk     tel: 07581887578

Come back to Catz!
Whilst we won’t be hosting a Boat Club reunion dinner this 
year, there are still opportunities to get involved with SCCBC:

- We hope to enter one or more Alumni crews into Fairbairns 
this year on December the 5th. Participants would also be 
invited to the Boat Club Dinner on the same evening.

- If you’d like a slightly more relaxed return to the river, plans 
are afoot for a reunion day at the end of Lent term - more 
details to follow.

As always we are hugely grateful 
to our sponsors, Argus Fire


